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UK Export Finance is a Central Government

organisation. With 350 employees the London

based organisation’s aim is to benefit the UK

economy by helping exporters of UK goods

and services to win business. UKEF’s existing

outsourced IT services contract was inflexible

and incapable of meeting their rapidly

changing organisation needs. UKEF had some

difficulties with the support on their old

systems and they strived for the services of a

company that could provide proactive

monitoring. This was impacted by the growing

costs of maintaining a partnership with their

chosen vendor which culminated in UKEF

looking to switch to a cost-efficient alternative,

while minimising disruption to their current

systems. There was a substantial risk that

changing service providers could potentially

threaten the delivery of key organisation tasks.

However, UKEF understood that if the right

partner was selected to ensure the project’s

success, the switch could drive internal

efficiencies and enable further growth. 

T H E
C U S T O M E R
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“UKEF’s fixed deadline had major financial implications, so

missing the target was not an option. Working flexibly and

collaboratively with UKEF and their partners was vital to the

success of this project.” 

Mark Wilson, Enterprise Architect, risual



UKEF’s existing outsourced IT services

contract was inflexible and incapable of

meeting their rapidly changing business

needs. UKEF had some difficulties with the

support on their old systems and they

strived for the services of a company that

could provide proactive monitoring. This was

impacted by the growing costs of

maintaining a partnership with their chosen

vendor which culminated in UKEF looking to

switch to a cost efficient alternative, while

minimising disruption to their current

systems.

There was a substantial risk that changing

service providers could potentially

threaten the delivery of key business tasks.

However, UKEF understood that if the right

partner was selected to ensure the

project’s success, the switch could drive

internal efficiencies and enable further

growth.

Since the beginning of 2021, UKEF has

turned its attention to building a secure

azure environment to combat any potential

risks of cyberthreats. As part of the security

piece, UKEF desired to consolidate its

datastores to build control, reliability and a

secure foundation. Currently, data is being

stored in a variety of locations, and UKEF

needed control and full management of

this. Alongside the data, many legacy

processes were still in place, further

enhancing the possibility of a cyberthreat. 
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T H E
P R O B L E M

“We’re confident in the support we rely on risual for.

When it came to deploying a virtual machine, we even

had to slow your people down. It took about three hours

to deploy whereas other suppliers would have taken

about three weeks. It makes you more confident about

what’s going on.”

Lawrence Nichols, Head of IT, UKEF



Following this, risual worked closely with

UKEF to establish its current security

posture, using proactive vulnerability

monitoring systems to identify medium-

high and medium-low risks across the

azure environment. Immediate patching

and fixes of all identified risks took place,

and for additional security all systems were

updated and modernised inline with

security legislations. 

risual completed an azure migration to

consolidate the data assets which were

stored in a variety of locations. To optimise

this work, all existing legacy processes

were removed and replaced with modern,

agile and secure processes on the latest

technology to help continuously combat

the growing need for robust security. 
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T H E
S O L U T I O N

Government Digital Service (GDS)

compliance sat at the very top of the list of

UKEF’s priorities, meaning they were

searching for a cloud-hosted and

infrastructure free environment. UKEF

wanted to standardise their current system,

citing that they wanted something both

‘modern and mature’. Engaging with risual

limited allowed the provider to understand

the priorities, critical points and goals of the

project.

With this embedded, risual worked with

UKEF to develop a solution to transition all

UKEF’s back office systems from their

existing datacenters to the Microsoft Azure

Cloud and Office 365. This involved a

complete refresh of the infrastructure, which

included establishing new communication

links that would support datacenter services

in Azure and mixture of rehosting Windows

Server 2012 R2, Windows Server 2016,

Windows 2019, Microsoft SQL 2016,

Microsoft SQL 2017 migration. A new

disaggregated service would make use of

the cloud, supported by specialist service

providers which would replace the

previously centralized model. This would be

followed by the migration of key services to

the virtual datacenter in Azure, establishing

new management and monitoring tools and

aligning with the Government Digital

Service’s cloud-based strategy. 

“If I had to do it again, would I do the same

thing? Why wouldn’t I? I can’t think of a

single reason why I wouldn’t want to go

with risual. Everything worked and I am

confident that we made the right choices.

You employ experts who really do know

what they’re talking about. Across the

period of engagement the planning was

good. We needed the right person to come

in and we had the confidence that with

risual this would happen.”

Lawrence Nichols, Head of IT, UKEF



There was minimal disruption for end-

users, with the systems experiencing no

downtime during regular working hours.

UKEF are now equipped to deal with any

future changes on their system, which has

helped push away the idea that their

systems are ‘monolithic’. Future-proofing

their systems ensures they can continue to

carry out key tasks in the future.

UKEF now have a secure cloud based

environment inline with government

security legislations minimising potential

cyberthreats. 

With the azure optimisation and

modernisation piece, UKEF have now seen

an 30% decrease in monthly costs. 
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T H E
B E N E F I T S

UKEF achieved a 20% cost saving

compared to their old partnership.

A dynamic system which allows UKEF to

work with much more flexibility,

something that wasn’t always possible

on their previous systems.

UKEF now have confidence with the

support of their systems, which includes

risual Managed Services’ proactive and

reactive management of the Azure

virtual datacentre and Office 365.

UKEF were delighted with the outcome of

the project, which above all else, helped

them achieve significant cost savings as well

as providing them with a much more flexible

system.

Benefits included:

“The project with UKEF was fuelled by great collaboration which

saw risual work with not only UKEF but their previous service

provider to ensure a smooth transition. The complete digital

transformation of UKEF’s systems has provided them with

significant cost savings whilst giving them the flexibility they

needed for the future. “Our team recognised UKEF’s

requirements and created a timeline which we followed

stringently throughout the project and I’m delighted that they’re

already reaping the benefits of moving to the Microsoft Cloud.” 

Alun Rogers, Director and CoFounder, risual


